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Highly n-type Ge attained by shallow As implantation and excimer laser annealing was studied with positron annihilation spectroscopy and theoretical calculations. We conclude that a high concentration of vacancy–arsenic complexes was introduced by the doping method, while no sign of vacancies was seen in the un-implanted laser-annealed samples. The arsenic bound to the complexes contributes substantially to the passivation of the dopants. Published by AIP Publishing.

Research on Ge has seen a revival during the past decade, after years of neglect due to the premier role of Si in the electronics industry. Particular efforts have been made to deploy the superior charge carrier mobility of Ge in complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor usage.1 A few hindrances exist, however, including the poor quality of the native surface oxide GeO2,2 and the difficulty in obtaining high-enough n-type carrier concentrations for ultra-shallow junctions.3 While the insulation issue has essentially been resolved by introducing high-κ dielectrics as a replacement for SiO2 a decade ago4 (directly applicable to Ge), the doping limitations are still to be overcome. Hence, it is imperative to have more profound knowledge on the formation of defects and their role in the carrier compensation of Ge.

The difficulty in achieving high n-type doping levels arises from the lower solubility and higher diffusivity of group-V atoms in Ge.5 The latter has been associated with a vacancy-mediated diffusion mechanism,6 as opposed to Si, wherein donors diffuse through both vacancies (V’s) and interstitials.7 Furthermore, donor passivation is known to be a problem in Ge, and it has been attributed to the formation of vacancy–donor (Vr–Dn) complexes in a few experimental8–11 and computational12 studies. In a recent positron study on highly n-type Ge obtained by diffusion doping, an extensive formation of V–Dn complexes was found with the common donors D ∈ {As, P, Sb}.13

In this paper, we apply positron annihilation spectroscopy to study the defects in Ge heavily doped with As. The measured samples were (100)-oriented Czochralski-grown Ge crystals (initially lightly n-type, ρ > 40 Ω cm), implanted with 40 keV As+ ions with a fluence of either 2 × 1014 or 3 × 1015 cm−2, hereafter labeled As1 and As2. The implantation produced an amorphous layer of 48 and 61 nm for the low and high fluence, respectively, in good agreement with the critical damage energy density model.14 Subsequently, the samples were subject to melting laser thermal annealing (LTA), using excimer laser (λ = 308 nm) pulses of 28 ns with an energy density of either 530 or 650 mJ/cm2 (labeled Lx and Hx, for x pulses of low and high energy density, respectively), which recrystallized the amorphized layer. The enhanced diffusivity of the dopants in the liquid phase resulted in a roughly homogeneous As profile down to the melt depth (55–120 nm depending on the energy density), with a maximum As concentration below and above the equilibrium solubility limit of 8 × 1019 cm−3 (Ref. 5) for As1 and As2, respectively. One of the samples (As1 L5) was annealed repetitively by five pulses with a rate of ~1 Hz. The As1 samples attained a total As concentration of ~4 × 1019 cm−3, out of which ~2 × 1019 cm−3 was active. For As2 L1, the corresponding figures were ~5 × 1020 cm−3 and ~8 × 1019 cm−3. In addition, two virgin (v-Ge) samples were irradiated with single low- and high-energy pulses, respectively, providing reference of the effect of the laser alone. For a comprehensive description of the preparation and characterizations of the samples, the reader can refer to Ref. 15. In brief, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and spreading resistance profiling revealed As activation no better than 50%, which motivated the present study.

All the samples were measured with a variable-energy positron beam, using a single high-purity Ge detector with a resolution of 1.08 keV at 511 keV. The annihilation spectra were characterized by the conventional shape parameters S and W, with the integration windows set to |p| < 0.41 a.u. for S and 1.6 a.u. < |p| < 4.0 a.u. for W, p denoting the Doppler shift in terms of momentum. For a bulk Ge reference, we determined the values of SG = 0.540 and WG = 0.0321, to which the parameters of the samples were scaled. Two of the samples were inspected more closely with a coincidence-Doppler setup, which encompasses an improved peak-to-background ratio. One of the collinear high-purity Ge detectors was used to impose the time-coincidence condition on the pulses recorded by the other with a resolution of 1.20 keV. A detailed description of the experimental technique is given in Ref. 16.
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Fig. 1 reports the $S$ parameters measured throughout the energy range. As seen in the figure, the two un-implanted samples (v-Ge L1 and v-Ge H1) do not show the signs of vacancies: their relative $S$ parameters increase slowly as a function of $E$, corresponding to a large positron diffusion length, and settle both to unity eventually. In contrast, all the doped samples exhibit a steep increase in $S$, indicating significantly suppressed positron diffusion due to trapping. The $S$ parameters peak to 4.5%–5.5% above the bulk value, signifying that the traps are larger in open volume than a monovacancy. The fact that no vacancies are detected due to LTA alone is quite surprising; in particular, it is different from Si wherein $V$ generation and clustering caused by pulsed laser irradiation has been observed. Milazzo et al. arrived at the same conclusion based on the changes from the oxygen-induced strain measured in virgin Ge and attributed to interstitial occupation. In their study, the doped samples showed negligible $O$ contribution to the strain, which was associated with vacancy–oxygen complexes, while $O$ itself was found uncorrelated with the As passivation. Hence, As appears to play a key role in $V$ generation even during the strongly non-equilibrium recrystallization.

The difference between the results of un-implanted Si and Ge might arise from the clear acceptor nature of the vacancy in Ge (Ref. 20) in contrast to Si, where the acceptor levels of $V$ lie closer to the conduction band. Consequently, a substantial fraction of $V$‘s might occur in the neutral charge state in lightly $n$-type Si, allowing them to pair into divacancies. On the contrary, the negatively charged $V$‘s in Ge repel each other and anneal out unless enough donors are present to pair with. Milazzo et al., however, suggested that $V$ production in the liquid-phase epitaxy of Ge would be very limited. Instead, a vast amount of $V$-As pairs would be generated at the liquid–solid interface, and their dissociation into $V$ and substitutional As (As$_{Ge}$) would give rise to a supersaturation of $V$‘s within the regrown layer. Similar to $V$, $V$-As is also highly diffusive and will readily react with As$_{Ge}$ during the migration, producing stable $V$-As$_2$ clusters. Additional encounters of $V$‘s or $V$-As’s with such defects would then result in larger complexes.

In Fig. 2, we present the shape parameters of the doped samples in the $S$-W plane, again scaled to the bulk values. The measurement data of each sample lie roughly on two separate line segments, corresponding to superpositions between the surface and a trap state and between the trap and the bulk state, respectively. The turning between the line segments occurs sharply, indicating saturation trapping, i.e., effectively all positrons annihilate trapped in the same kind of a defect. Thus, the trap-related parameters point toward $V_{2}$- or $V_{3}$-sized defects, ruling out larger $V$ clusters. The differences in the turning point between the four samples appear relatively small, which implies that the trapping defects could be of the same kind in all of the samples. Saturation trapping of positrons also explains why the data are similar for different As contents.

In order to estimate the defect concentration, the stationary positron diffusion equation was fitted with VEPFIT to the $S$-parameter data. We applied a simple model with a homogeneous defect layer on top of a Ge substrate and fitted the layer thickness and the effective positron diffusion length (30...40 nm) in the layer for each doped sample. The latter were used to estimate the average vacancy concentration ($[V]$) as in Ref. 25. The obtained estimates are given in the inset of Fig. 1. We stress that the values are crudely approximative and should only be considered as orders of magnitude, e.g., $[V] = 10^{18} \ldots 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$. Assuming that the vacancies are decorated by a few As atoms, such concentrations seem plausible to account for the carrier compensation – particularly for the low-fluence (As1) samples, where $[V]$ is comparable with the concentration of passive As ($\sim 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$). In the high-fluence sample (As2 L1), $[V]$ was estimated to be only slightly higher, even though the sample contains approximately an order of magnitude more of passive As ($\sim 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$). However, as the vacancy concentration exceeds the positron saturation trapping concentration, the fitting becomes

![FIG. 1. $S(E)$ plots for all the samples scaled to the bulk-Ge reference. The mean positron implantation depth is indicated on the top axis. The line plots are fits to the $S$-parameter profiles performed with the VEPFIT program, which yielded the estimates reported in the inset. No vacancies are detected in the un-implanted samples.](image1)

![FIG. 2. The line-shape parameters of the doped samples presented in the parameter plane. Three distinct annihilation states can be observed, as indicated by the arrows. Typical error bars due to the Poissonian nature of the annihilation events are shown for the data point in the middle of the figure. A VEPFIT fit for As1 L1 is included.](image2)
increasingly insensitive to changes in the effective positron diffusion length. Hence, it is likely that vacancy–arsenic complexes cause the passivation also in As2 L1.

From the VEPFIT analysis (and the $S$-parameter values peaking at mean implantation depths of roughly 200 nm; see Fig. 1), it is evident that the vacancy distribution extends markedly beyond the melt depth in each of the doped samples. This is rather a peculiar observation, as the SIMS profiles\(^{15}\) show that the As concentration drops abruptly at depths exceeding the melted layer. Various implantation studies on Si and SiC have found the vacancy-type defects well beyond the projected range of the implanted ions, and it has often been suggested to be due to vacancies produced within the projected range diffusing deeper into the sample.\(^{26}\) In a study on 4H–SiC, it was shown, however, that ion channeling can have a substantial impact and potentially explains many of the observations attributed to vacancy migration.\(^{27}\)

Extrapolating the SIMS data\(^{15}\) for the exponentially decaying channeling tail, it can be concluded that the As concentration falls slightly below $10^{16}$ and $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ at 200 nm for As1 and As2, respectively, dropping by roughly two orders of magnitude more at 300 nm. It seems unlikely that such low implant concentrations could account for the detectable amounts of V-type defects below the regrown layer. Further investigations (out of the scope of this work) are required in order to identify the origin and detailed nature of the vacancy defects in this region.

In order to identify the defects introduced by the implantation–annealing processing, we measured the two samples (As1 L1 and As2 L1), wherein positron trapping appeared strongest with the coincidence setup. Fig. 3(a) reports the results in the form of ratio curves, i.e., the annihilation intensity is given relative to that measured for a bulk sample. In addition, we show a curve from Ref. 13, identified as a characteristic of V-As$\_N$ complexes with $N \geq 3$, from which the results obtained in this study differ remarkably. In particular, the annihilation intensity at low (high) momenta of the electron–positron pairs is significantly higher (lower) for the present samples, confirming the above conclusion that the defects are larger in open volume than a monovacancy. Furthermore, the V-As$\_N$ curve displays a prominent shoulder (or a blunt peak) at $\sim$1.2 a.u., but in the implanted samples it barely exists. In order to see whether there would be a difference between the positron-trapping defects in the melted layer and those below it, we measured the samples with the positron energies of 5 and 10 keV, corresponding to the mean implantation depths of approximately 100 and 300 nm, respectively. Indeed, both As1 L1 and As2 L1 measured at $E = 5$ keV show a higher intensity in the momentum region between 1.0 and 1.5 a.u., and a lower intensity from 1.8 a.u. onward, compared to the 10 keV spectra. In order to rule out the possibility for the difference being due to annihilation at the surface, a spectrum was measured also at $E = 1$ keV for As1 L1. While the corresponding ratio curve exhibits a high peak in the shoulder region, it seems unlikely to explain the pronounced shoulder in the 5 keV curve, since at $E = 1$ keV the intensity is very low in the low-momentum regime and substantially higher at and around 2 a.u. compared to the 5 keV spectrum.

In order to interpret the coincidence spectra, we modeled a few vacancy–arsenic complexes based on the two-component density-functional theory (DFT), employing the plane-wave code VASP.\(^{28}\) A description of our computational scheme can be found in, e.g., Ref. 13 and the references therein. We calculated the ratio curves for $V_2$ and $V_3$ decorated by the 1–5 nearest-neighbor As atoms, and for pure vacancy clusters ($V_2$...$V_4$), in the neutral charge state. In addition, we studied a singly negative $V_2$-As complex. The problem with the underestimated band gap due to using the local-density approximation was circumvented by sampling the Brillouin zone at the corner point, where the gap remains finite.\(^{29}\) The results are reported in Fig. 3(b). In terms of adding As atoms to the complex, a clear trend can be observed: The more As, the higher a shoulder appears at $\sim$1.2 a.u., resulting from the additional valence electron of As and an inward relaxation of the defect. Simultaneously, the intensity is decreased at low and high momenta. If the complex is negatively charged, inward relaxation is promoted and the shoulder further increased.

Compared to the measured intensity ratios of Fig. 3(a), the calculations suggest a very prominent shoulder for the $V_2$-As$\_N$ complexes. While an additional $V$ reduces the shoulder, the minor hump in the experimental curves is not

**FIG. 3.** (a) Annihilation intensities (scaled to that of pure Ge) measured for the samples As1 L1 and As2 L1. For comparison, a ratio curve [Ge(As)] from a previous study\(^{13}\) (that used the same reference sample) is presented. A few error bars have been plotted to show how the uncertainty in the data increases at higher momenta due to scarcity of counts. The S and W windows have also been shaded. (b) Annihilation-intensity ratios computed for various vacancy–arsenic complexes in Ge. Each spectrum (including the bulk reference) was integrated in the (100) crystallographic direction; the differences between different directions were minor. The spectra were convoluted with the experimental resolution function.
recovered. In fact, even the pure tetravacency ($V_4$) displays more shoulder than the measured curves. Nevertheless, complexes comprising more than 3 V's cannot explain the data, as their larger open volume results in too high (low) intensities at low (high) momenta. Therefore, we interpret the measured ratio curves such that the dominant defects found in the regrown layer are di- or trivacancies decorated by As atoms, and the defects beyond the layer are equal in open volume but neighbored by fewer (if any) As atoms. Considering the diffusion mechanism resulting in the formation of the defects, the $V_2$-As$_x$ complexes seem more likely to form.

In summary, we have applied positron annihilation spectroscopy and DFT calculations to investigate the open-volume defects formed through shallow As implantation at high fluences and subsequent melting laser annealing in Ge. While the virgin Ge samples showed no signs of vacancy generation after single laser pulses, a high concentration ($10^{18} \ldots 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$) of vacancy–arsenic complexes larger in open volume than a monovacancy was observed in the doped samples. Interestingly, the vacancy distribution considerably exceeded the melt depth, and the deep-lying defects were found to contain fewer As atoms than those within the regrown layer. The vacancy–arsenic complexes contribute substantially to the large inactive fraction of the donors.
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